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Abstract. We present both the two-dimensional backscattering point-illumination and surface-illumination Mueller matrices for the anisotropic sphere-cylinder scattering media. The experimental results of the microsphere-silk sample show that the Mueller matrix elements of an anisotropic scattering medium are different from those of an isotropic medium. Moreover, both the experiments and Monte Carlo simulations show that the directions of the fibrous scatterers have prominent effects on the Mueller matrix elements. As the fibrous samples rotate, the surface-illumination Mueller matrix measurement results for the m12, m21, m13, m31, m22, m23, and m33 elements represent periodical variations. Experiments on skeletal muscle and porcine liver tissue samples confirm that the periodical changes for the surface-illumination Mueller matrix elements are closely related to the well aligned fibrous scatterers. The m22, m23, m32, and m33 elements are powerful tools for quantitative characterization of anisotropic scattering media, including biological tissues.
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1 Introduction

Polarization measurement is a powerful tool to probe the fundamental interactions between photons and media. To describe the polarization states of photons and the properties of media, different representations have been established. For turbid media, the Stokes vector–Mueller matrix method is applicable because of its capability for quantitatively describing the behaviors of both the completely polarized and partially depolarized scattered photons. However, for light scattering in more complicated anisotropic turbid media, it is not trivial to carry out such a quantitative analysis of the Mueller matrix elements. Each element may correlate to different properties of the media, making it difficult to find explicit relations between the two. Thus, there have been strong motivations to interpret the physics insights hidden within the Mueller matrix. Recently, a method called polar decomposition of Mueller matrix has been developed to separate different contributions by scattering, retardation and dichroism, and tested in biomedical applications.

Most biological tissues contain structurally anisotropic components, such as the myofibrils in skeletal muscles, the collagen fibers in tendons, and axon. For the studies of biomedical optics and its applications in therapeutics and diagnostics, one needs to use properly simplified models to understand the complicated interactions between photons and the anisotropic biological tissues, and to extract the structural information of the sample. In previous studies we have used the sphere-cylinder scattering model (SCSM) to explain the polarized optical properties of biological tissues, including skeletal muscles. On the other hand, we have demonstrated that the Mueller matrix can be used to characterize the properties of a sphere-cylinder scattering medium. In this paper, we measure and compare both the 2-D backscattering Mueller matrix patterns and the surface-illumination Mueller matrix for the anisotropic sphere-cylinder scattering medium. We examine in detail the characteristic features in each Mueller matrix element and the influence of the fibrous scatterers on the Mueller matrix. Moreover, the experimental and Monte Carlo simulated results show that the Mueller matrix elements can be used to characterize the structural properties of some anisotropic biological tissues. Combined with other quantitative techniques, such as polar decomposition and rotating linear polarization imaging (RLPI), the Mueller matrix and SCSM can be used as potentially powerful tools in biomedical applications including pathological diagnosis.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Experimental Setup

In this paper, two types of experimental setups are used; one is a typical configuration for 2-D backscattering Mueller matrix pattern measurements, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The light source is a 633-nm linearly polarized He-Ne laser. The polarization states of the incident light are controlled by a set of a quarter-wave
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Figure 1: Schematics of the experimental setups. F: polarizer; QW: quarter-wave plate; L: lens. (a) Setup for the 2-D backscattering Mueller matrix pattern measurement. The diameter of the illumination area from the He-Ne laser is about 1 mm, which is smaller than the imaging area (about 1.5 × 1.5 cm). (b) Setup for the surface-illumination Mueller matrix measurement. The polarized light illuminates the sample at about 30 deg angle to the normal to minimize the surface reflection effects. The diameter of the illumination area from the LED is about 2 cm, which is larger than the imaging area (about 1.5 × 1.5 cm).

The reflection polarization states are controlled by a second plate (QW1) and a linear polarizer (P1). A mirror with a front surface tilted at a 45-deg angle to the normal is positioned in front of the sample. The incident light reaches the sample through a 5-mm hole at the center of the mirror. Reflection from the sample surface is directed to pass through the same hole to minimize its interference to the back reflected light. The reflection polarization states are controlled by a second set of a quarter-wave plate (QW2) and linear polarizer (P2). Then the backscattering photons are steered to and recorded by a 14-bit CCD camera to produce the reflectance images of the samples. In this part of experiments, the illumination area from the He-Ne laser is confined to a 1-mm spot, which is much smaller than the imaging area (1.5 × 1.5 cm). Then, we can obtain the patterns of the backscattering Mueller matrix elements for a turbid medium.

The other experimental setup used in this paper is for surface-illumination Mueller matrix measurement, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Compared to Fig. 1(a), the main difference of this configuration is the illumination method. The diameter of the illumination area for Fig. 1(b) is about 2 cm, which is larger than the sample or the imaging area (1.5 × 1.5 cm). Therefore, the scattering patterns are smoothed out in the surface backscattering Mueller matrix. Instead, the intensity matrix elements for the samples are obtained. To eliminate the reflection from the sample’s surface, the polarized light from a 1 W light emitting diode (LED) illuminates the sample at about a 30-deg angle to the normal. For measuring the 4 × 4 Mueller matrix, six polarization states for the incident light are achieved, i.e., horizontal linear (H), vertical linear (V), 45-deg linear (P), 135-deg linear (M), left circular (L), and right circular (R), then, six polarization components corresponding to each incident state are measured. After a total of 36 measurements are conducted, the Mueller matrix of a turbid scattering medium can be calculated as Eq. (1):

$$M = \begin{pmatrix} m_{11} & m_{12} & m_{13} & m_{14} \\ m_{21} & m_{22} & m_{23} & m_{24} \\ m_{31} & m_{32} & m_{33} & m_{34} \\ m_{41} & m_{42} & m_{43} & m_{44} \end{pmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix} HH + HV + VH + VV & HH + HV - VH - VV \\ HH - HV + VH - VV & HH - HV - VH + VV \\ HP - HM + VP - VM & HP - HM - VP + VM \\ HR - LL + VR - RL & HR - VR + VL - HL \end{pmatrix}$$

2.2 Sample and Monte Carlo Program

In this paper, a microsphere-silk sample for the SCSM is designed and measured. It is a 5 × 2.8 × 2 cm cube consisting of three layers. The first and third layers are solutions of poly-styrene microsphere (International Laboratory, USA), and the second layer is a 3-mm thickness slab of well-aligned silk fibers. For the polystyrene microsphere solution, the diameter of the microsphere is 0.2 μm, and the total scattering coefficient of the solution is 5 cm⁻¹. The parameters of the silk fiber layer were determined in the previous study. The diameter of the silk fiber is taken as 1.5 μm, and the refractive index is 1.56. The scattering coefficient of the silk layer is estimated as 70 cm⁻¹. During the experiments, the direction of the silk layer has been adjusted to vary the anisotropy axis. To examine the relationship between the Mueller matrix and the microscopic structure of the sample, the experimental results are compared to Monte Carlo simulations based on the SCSM developed in our previous work. For the SCSM, the anisotropic and isotropic microstructures in the sample are approximated as a mixture of infinitely long cylindrical and spherical scatterers embedded in a surrounding medium. In this paper, we use the simple SCSM, which consists of single dispersed spheres and cylinders immersed in an isotropic medium. The parameters used in the Monte Carlo simulations are set to be the same as the experiments. The diameters of spherical and cylindrical scatterers are 0.2 and 1.5 μm, respectively, and the refractive indices are 1.59 and 1.56, respectively. The refractive index of the surrounding medium is 1.33. The standard deviation of angular distribution of the cylinders is 10 deg. The scattering coefficients of the spherical and cylindrical scatterers are 5 and 70 cm⁻¹, respectively.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Experimental Results of Mueller Matrices for Sphere-Cylinder Scattering Samples

The experimental results of the backscattering Mueller matrices for the sphere-cylinder scattering medium are shown in Fig. 2
[Fig. 2(a) shows the 2-D backscattering Mueller matrix patterns, and Fig. 2(b) shows the intensity for the surface-illumination Mueller matrix measurements]. In Fig. 2, the silk fibers are distributed along the y-axis direction. Comparing to the Mueller matrix of an isotropic scattering medium (as shown in Fig. 3), the characteristic features of the 2-D backscattering Mueller matrix patterns for the SCSM can be summarized as follows: The m11 element for the isotropic medium is always circular. However, for the sphere-cylinder scattering medium, the m11 is rhombic. The rhombic shape is a unique feature for the existence of anisotropic scattering.10

The m12 and m21 elements are quatrefoils for both the isotropic and sphere-cylinder scattering media, with negative value around the x axis and positive value around the y axis. For the isotropic medium, the intensity around the x axis is the same as that around the y axis [Fig. 3(a)]. However, for the sphere-cylinder medium with the cylinders along the y axis direction, the intensity around the x axis becomes higher. The m13 and m31 elements are also quatrefoils, with a 45-deg rotation to the m12 and m21 elements. For both the isotropic and anisotropic scattering media, the intensity distributions around the x and y axes are the same. In an isotropic medium, the total intensities and sizes of the m13 and m31 elements are nearly the same as the m12 and m21 elements, but for the anisotropic medium with y axis direction cylinders, and the total intensities of the m13 element, m31 becomes lower than the m12 and m21 elements. The m22 element has a cross-like pattern. For the isotropic medium, the intensity distributions around x and y axes are close. However, in the sphere-cylinder scattering medium, the intensity around the x axis is higher than that around the y axis. The m33 element always has a cross-like pattern, which is similar to the m22 element with a 45-deg rotation, but the intensity distributions around the 45 deg- and 135-deg axes are close. In the sphere-cylinder medium with the fibrous scatterers along the y axis, the total intensity of the m33 element becomes lower than the m22 element. The m23 and m32 elements have similar patterns. In the sphere-cylinder scattering medium, the intensity around the x axis is slightly larger than that in other parts. The m14, m41, m24, m42, m34, and m43 elements in the isotropic medium with small spherical scatterers are blanks, but for the sphere-cylinder medium, these elements may have some slight residue intensity along the x axis. The m44 elements for the isotropic and sphere-cylinder scattering media have circular patterns.

All the characteristic features for the 2-D patterns mentioned above can be used to detect the cylindrical scatterers in a turbid media. However, the 2-D backscattering Mueller matrix patterns can only be easily and clearly obtained for homogeneous scattering media, such as the solutions with well-aligned fibers. For inhomogeneous media, the surface-illumination Mueller matrix measurements are more suitable. Since the illumination area is larger than the imaging area for the surface Mueller matrix measurements, the patterns as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) are no longer existed. What we get in the surface-illumination Mueller matrix measurement is an intensity matrix, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
for the same microsphere-silk sample with the fibers along the y-axis direction. Comparing to the results of an isotropic scattering medium [Fig. 3(b)], the characteristic features for the sphere-cylinder medium are different. For an isotropic medium [Fig. 3(b)], the Mueller matrix is diagonal, and the m12, m13, m21, m23, m24, m31, m32, m34, m41, m42, and m43 elements are blanks. This is because that the quatrefoil patterns shown in Fig. 3(a) with both positive and negative parts will be smoothed out when the illumination area is larger than the imaging plane. Moreover, the m22 and m33 elements are equal, and their values are positive. The values of the m22, m33, and m44 elements are closely related to the particle sizes of isotropic media. As the diameter of the particles increases, the intensities of m22 and m33 decrease. However, for the sphere-cylinder medium [as shown in Fig. 2(b)], the off-diagonal elements are no longer zeros, and the total intensity values for the m22 and m33 elements become different. For the sample containing silk fibers along the y axis, m12 and m21 are negative. Moreover, the value for m22 is much larger than m33. These intensity changes can be explained by using the 2-D backscattering Mueller matrix patterns, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The cylinders along y axis results in more photons to be scattered to the x-axis direction; therefore, the negative parts become larger than the positive parts for the m12 and m21 elements. Meanwhile, the pattern of the m22 element becomes more prominent than the m33 element, resulting in higher value of m22 than m33 in Fig. 2(b).

### 3.2 Influence of Direction of the Fibers on the Mueller Matrices

To analyze the influence of the direction of the fibers on the Mueller matrix elements, we rotate the silk layer of the sample. Figures 4(a) and 5(a) show the 2-D patterns for the samples with silks along the x- and 45-deg-axes directions, respectively. Compared to Fig. 2(a), the elongation directions for the rhombic m11 elements are changed to the y and 135-deg axes, respectively. Hence, the elongation of m11 can be used to decide the direction of the cylinders. According to the Mie scattering theory, for the cylindrical scatterers along the x-axis direction, photons tend to be scattered to y axis. Therefore, in Fig. 4(a), the positive parts for the m12 and m21 elements become prominent, and the m22 becomes larger than the m33, with both patterns rotated by 90 deg as compared to Fig. 2(a). The elements in the fourth row and fourth column have no clear patterns. For the cylindrical scatterers along the 45-deg-axis direction, photons tend to be scattered to the direction along the 135-deg axis. Hence, for the m13 and m31 elements with quatrefoil shapes in Fig. 5(a), the positive intensity around the 135-deg axis is higher. The m12 and m21 elements are also quatrefoils, whose total intensities and sizes become lower than the m13 and m31 elements. Meanwhile, the m22 element still has a cross-like pattern, but compared to Fig. 2(a), the intensity distributions around the x and y axes are getting much closer. The m33 element becomes much larger than m22, and the intensity along the 135-deg axis is more prominent than those along other directions.

Figures 4(b) and 5(b) show the surface-illumination Mueller matrix intensities for the samples, in which the silk fibers are along the y axis and 135-deg axes, respectively. It is clearly shown that as the rotation of the silk fibers, the total values of m11, and the elements in the fourth row and fourth column are not affected. However, the other elements represent periodical intensity changes. For the sample with the silk layer along the 45-deg axis, the values of the m13 and m31 elements are positive, while m12 and m21 are blanks (Fig. 6). What is more, the value of the m22 becomes much smaller than that of the m33 element. Meanwhile, when the silk fibers are rotated to the x-axis or y-axis directions, the m12 and m21 elements become positive or negative, respectively, while the values of m13 and m31 become zeros. Moreover, the value of m22 is larger than m33. Such periodical variations do not exist in isotropic media. Further analysis based on the experimental and Monte Carlo simulations show that the variation period for
the $m_{22}$, $m_{23}$, $m_{32}$, and $m_{33}$ elements is $\pi$ [as shown in Fig. 7 (b), 7(c), 7(e), and 7(f)], while that for $m_{12}$, $m_{13}$, $m_{21}$, and $m_{31}$ is $2\pi$ [as shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(d)]. The $m_{22}$ element represents the ability for the medium to maintain horizontal ($H$) or vertical ($V$) linear polarization states at $H$ or $V$ polarized incidence. The $m_{33}$ element represents the ability to maintain 45-deg linear ($P$) or 135-deg linear ($M$) polarization components at $P$ or $M$ polarized incidence. The $m_{23}$ and $m_{32}$ elements represent the medium’s ability to change $P$ and $M$ (or $H$ and $V$) linear polarization states to $H$ and $V$ (or $P$ and $M$) states. The $m_{22}$, $m_{23}$, $m_{32}$, and $m_{33}$ elements have much larger amplitudes than those for the $m_{12}$, $m_{13}$, $m_{21}$, $m_{31}$ elements. All these intensity changes can be explained by using the 2-D Mueller matrix patterns and Mie scattering theory for infinitely cylinders, as discussed above. It can also be observed in Fig. 7 that the Monte Carlo simulations regenerate the dominant features of the experiments. The discrepancies between the experiments and simulations, which are particularly prominent for
Fig. 6 The surface-illumination Mueller matrix measured m12, m13, m22, and m33 elements for the samples with the silk fibers along the x- (left), 45-deg (middle), and y-axes (right) directions. The arrows represent the directions of the silk fibers.

Fig. 7 Dependence of average values of surface-illumination Mueller matrix elements to the directions of the silk fibers. Comparison between simulated results (upper blue lines) and experiments (bottom red lines). (a) and (d): m12 (solid lines) and m13 (dash lines); (b) and (e): m22 (solid lines) and m33 (dash lines); (c) and (e): m23 (solid lines) and m32 (dash lines). All the elements are normalized by m11. The parameters used in Monte Carlo simulation match the experiments.

Fig. 8 Dependence of the surface-illumination Mueller matrix average values of the m23, m22, m33, and m32 elements to the directions of the biological samples: (a) fresh bovine skeletal muscle sample; (b) porcine liver tissue sample.
m22 and m33, are resulted from the oblique incidence in current experimental configuration.

3.3 Measurements of Biological Tissues

The periodical variations of the surface-illumination Mueller matrix elements can also be observed for the anisotropic biological tissue (Fig. 8). The tissue sample is a cube of fresh bovine skeletal muscle. In the experiments, the muscle fibers are aligned parallel to the imaging x−y plane. Then, we rotate the muscle sample to vary the direction of the muscle fibers from 0 deg to 90 deg. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the m22, m23, m32, and m33 elements represent periodical variations similar to Fig. 7. For comparison, we also measured the Mueller matrix elements for an isotropic porcine liver tissue, as shown in Fig. 8(b). It can be observed that, with the rotation of the liver sample, the intensities of the m22, m23, m32, and m33 elements represent no such periodical change, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Further experiments and Monte Carlo simulations based on SCSM show that the periodical variations are characteristic features for anisotropic scattering media. The amplitude of the variation is closely related to the magnitude, or degree, of anisotropy. Moreover, the values of the m22 and m33 elements are sensitive to the sizes of the scatterers.

4 Conclusion

In summary, we measured and compared both the 2-D backscattering Mueller matrix patterns and the surface-illumination Mueller matrix for the anisotropic sphere-cylinder scattering medium. The experimental results show that the Mueller matrix of an anisotropic scattering medium is distinctively different from that of an isotropic medium. The 2-D Mueller matrix patterns contain a large amount of information for the anisotropic scattering media; however, the patterns can only be clearly obtained for homogeneous scattering media. For inhomogeneous media, including some biological tissues, the surface-illumination Mueller matrix measurements are more suitable. Both the experiments and Monte Carlo simulations show that the directions of the fibrous scatterers have prominent effects on the Mueller matrix elements. Particularly, as the fibrous structures rotate, the intensities of the m12, m21, m13, m31, m22, m23, m32, and m33 elements of the surface-illumination Mueller matrix display periodical variations, which do not exist for isotropic scattering media. Using the amplitude of the variations, the anisotropic degree can be examined. In addition, the experiments using the bovine skeletal muscle and porcine liver tissue samples confirm that the periodical changes for the Mueller matrix elements are closely related to the fibrous scatterers. The m22, m23, m32, and m33 elements are powerful tools to develop a quantitative method for characterization of anisotropic scattering media including biological tissues.
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